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ABSTRACT 

During hyperthermia therapy it is desirable to know the entire 

temperature field in the treatment region. However, inferring this 

field from the limited number of directly measured temperatures is 

very difficult. State and parameter estimation methods have been used 

to try to solve this inherently ill-posed problem. To compensate for 

this ill-posedness and improve the accuracy of this method Tikhonov 

regularization of order zero has been implemented. It is shown that 

the accuracy of the estimates depends upon the value of regularization 

parameter, which has an optimal value that is dependent on the 

perfusion pattern and magnitude. In addition, the transient power-off 

time sampling length M.e. the amount of transient data used) 

influences the ccur of the estimates, and an optimal sampling 

length exists, he e acts of additive noise are also investigated, as 

are the effects of the initial guess of the perfusion values, and the 

effect of both symmetric and asymmetric blood perfusion patterns. The 

asymmetric patterns with noisy data are the most difficult cases to 

evaluate. The cases studied are not a comprehensive set, but are 

instead a large, representative set whose results continue to show the 

feasibility of using state and parameter estimation methods to 

reconstruct the entire temperature field. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Hyperthermia, which is a promising cancer therapy technique, is 

defined as a treatment in which tissue temperature is raised to a 

therapeutic temperature of about 43 *C or higher over a duration of 

half to one hour or longer [1], It has been shown that the 

effectiveness of hyperthermia treatments is related to the minimum 

measured tumor temperature [2]. Also, high normal tissue temperatures 

can be found that damage such tissue during clinical treatments [3]. 

For hyperthermia treatments, clinical personnel are thus presented 

with the problem of delivering enough thermal energy to the tumor to 

raise its minimum temperature above a therapeutic value while limiting 

the temperature rise in the normal tissue. This task could be done if 

there were sufficient temperature sensors available. Due to the fact 

that there are usually only a few directly measured temperatures 

because of the patient's limited physical tolerance, it is not 

probable that the minimum tumor and/or maximum normal tissue 

temperatures will be obtained from these measurements. Obviously, the 

extension of the practical application of the hyperthermia cancer 

therapy depends upon further improvement in accurately predicting the 

temperature field of the treatment region from a limited number of 

measurements. Thus methods for estimating the complete temperature 
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field from the measured data have been proposed [4-10]. The method 

depends upon state and parameter estimation techniques where the 

complete temperature field is estimated by optimizing the parameters 

of a model. 

A general governing equation applied to any point within the 

tissue to describe its temperature was derived by Pennes [11] in 1948. 

This equation is called the bioheat transfer equation. It is believed 

that the heat dissipation through blood flow is the primary factor in 

the thermoregulation of tissue during heating [12-15]. To describe 

more clearly the effects of the blood perfusion term, several 

investigators [16-19] have proposed different thermal models to modify 

the bioheat transfer equation. Chen and Holmes [16] have proposed that 

the thermal influence of large blood vessels may not be properly 

represented by the Pennes' model. Weinbaum and Jiji [17-19] have 

attempted to develop a more realistic bioheat transfer equation which 

includes the convective contribution of the vascular system to the 

energy transfer. These efforts make the effects of blood flow more 

clear and describe the heat transfer mechanism between tissue and 

blood in more detail. To be solved, these modified equations need to 

know the details of the vascular anatomy and flow rates in each 

vessels in advance. It is unlikely in most clinical situations that 

such detailed Information will be known during or prior to a 

treatment. Thus these modified equations are presently not applicable 

to hyperthermia treatments. Roemer [20] has discussed the fact that 

the Pennes' equation is clearly an approximation to the real tissue 
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behavior but has been used successfully in some cases. Thus to gauge 

the feasibility and performance of the state and parameter estimation 

algorithm, the thermal model used in this study was chosen the bioheat 

transfer equation rather than other modified equations. 

Clinically the temperature field cannot be solved for directly 

using a bioheat transfer equation based model (or any other treatment 

model) because the blood perfusion is generally unknown. Instead it 

has been shown that such problems can be solvable for indirectly, 

provided there are an adequate number of temperature measurements. 

Recent reports [4-10] using the state and parameter estimation 

algorithm have demonstrated the feasibility of using limited 

temperature observations to estimate complete temperature fields 

during hyperthermia treatments for one-, two-, and three-dimensional 

problems. It has been shown that this method is inherently ill-posed 

[7] when there are fewer temperature sensors than perfusion 

parameters. To overcome the ill-posedness of this problem, Tikhonov 

regularization of order zero [21,22] has been implemented in this 

study. Kravaris and Seinfeld [23] have shown that regularization can 

be applied effectively to estimate spatially varying parameters in 

parabolic partial differential equations. 

It is the intent of this thesis to show under what conditions 

this estimation method can accurately estimate the complete 

temperature field. However, due to the complexity of this problem 

several assumptions are made to limit the number of variables that 

will be studied. The content of this thesis will thus show some 
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conditions under which it is feasible to use state and parameter 

estimation algorithm to accurately reconstruct the complete 

temperature field during hyperthermia. To limit the number of 

variables, only cases without model mismatch in which the thermal 

model is known exactly including all parameters of the model with the 

exception of the perfusion magnitude will be considered. In a clinical 

setting it may eventually be necessary to use more complex thermal 

models, but studies using those models will also necessitate the study 

of model mismatch. Under the assumption of no model mismatch the 

variables studied are; the magnitude of the regularization parameter, 

the time sampling length, the initial guess, the perfusion magnitude 

and pattern, the amount of additive noise, and the number of sensors. 

Finally, 1t must be noted that it is hard to mathematically prove the 

existence and uniqueness of this inverse problems, instead the 

numerical results given 1n this thesis provide a large data base from 

which inferences about existence and uniqueness can be made. 

This thesis describes a state and parameter estimation 

algorithm with Tikhonov regularization of order zero to reconstruct 

the three-dimensional temperature fields from limited, noisy 

temperature observations. Results are presented that demonstrate that 

there is an Improvement in the accuracy of the reconstructed 

temperature field using the regularization technique. Furthermore, it 

1s shown that there Is an optimal value of regularization which 

maximizes the algorithm's performance. This optimal value is shown to 

be a function of both the perfusion pattern and magnitude and it is 
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independent of time sampling length. It is also shown that there is an 

optimal value of time sampling length. With highly symmetric perfusion 

patterns, the reconstructed temperature fields can be easily and 

accurately predicted by the estimation algorithm. Results of the 

influence of additive noise on the estimation algorithm are also 

presented for a series of cases with a successively decreasing number 

of temperature sensors. 
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CHAPTER 2 

METHOD 

It is very important to accurately estimate the temperature 

field of the treatment region during hyperthermia therapy. Due to the 

fact that the blood perfusion is an unknown function in clinical 

situations and that there are a limited number of temperature 

measurements, the estimation of the complete temperature field becomes 

difficult. In this study, a state and parameter estimation algorithm 

with Tikhonov regularizatlon of order zero is used to reconstruct the 

temperature field from limited, noisy temperature observations. 

Briefly, the utilization of the reconstruction algorithm can be 

divided into two steps; the first step is to get the transient power-

off temperatures from a limited number of measurements. The second 

step is to optimize the unknown model parameters (blood perfusion) 

based on these transient data to reconstruct the temperature field. A 

flow chart of the procedures for the state and parameter estimation 

algorithm is shown in Figure 2.1 It shows that the temperature field 

is computed based on the estimate of the perfusion vector. On 

comparing the predicted temperatures with the measured temperatures, a 

new estimate of the perfusion vector is determined 1f the difference 

between the predicted and measured temperatures is large. This 

iterative estimation algorithm terminates either the number of 
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iterations exceeds twenty-five or the root mean square difference 

between two successive perfusion vector estimates is less than 0.001 

kg/m3/s. 

Theoretical Formulation 

As was previously mentioned, Pennes' [11] formulation of the 

bioheat transfer equation was used to model the temperature 

distribution during hyperthermia treatments. A simplified version of 

Pennes1 equation is given as follows; 

/.Cpfl = V-(kVT) - Wbcb( T-Ta) f Q. (2.1) 

where 

T temperature distribution of the tissue: T=T(f,t) (*C) 

Ta arterial temperature (*C) 

p density of tissue (kg/m3) 

cb,cp specific heat of blood and tissue, respectively (J/kg/'C) 

k thermal conductivity of tissue (W/m/'C) 

Wb mass perfusion rate of blood per unit volume of tissue 

(kg/m3/s) 

Q total power generated per unit volume tissue including the 

absorbed power and the generated power by metabolism (W/m3) 

V operator: V=1(9/8x)+j(9/9y)+k(0/3z) 
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The term on the left hand side of equation (2.1) represents the rate 

of energy accumulated. The first term of the right hand side 

describes the amount of energy transferred due to conduction. The 

second term -Wbcb(T-Ta) approximates the amount of energy lost due to 

the blood perfusion with the assumption that the blood enters the 

control volume at the temperature Ta and is in thermal equilibrium 

with the tissue when it leaves the volume. The last term Q represents 

an energy source which is the sum of the absorbed power and the 

metaboli sm. 

To investigate the feasibility of the reconstruction technique 

in accurately predicting the temperature field, the unknown parameter 

(blood perfusion; Wb) was simplified as a piecewise constant. That is, 

the value of blood perfusion of a given zone in space was constant and 

varied from one spatial zone to another. For this study, the energy 

source (Q) was assumed to be a known function which was independent of 

time prior to treatment. In addition, the tissue was assumed to be 

homogeneous and isotopic throughout the total volume, that is p, cp, 

k, cb, and Ta were uniform through the entire volume. Based on these 

assumptions, the bioheat transfer equation can be rewritten as: 

'cP!t - "'2t - Vb* T-v+ «• <2-2> 

where V2 is the Laplacian operator; 

v2 = 92/3X2 + 92/ay2 + a2/az2 
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and Wb is a vector whose elements correspond to perfusion magnitude of 

a particular spatial zone. It is this vector that is optimized by the 

state and parameter estimation algorithm. 

In this study, because the perfusion vector was optimized based 

on the information from the transient power-off temperature data at 

each sensor location, it was first necessary to calculate a steady-

state temperature field to give initial conditions for the transient 

decay. For the steady-state temperature field the governing equation 

is written as 

0 = kV2T - Wbcb( T-Ta) + Q. (2.3) 

Numerical Formulation 

In this study, the temperature fields can be numerically 

calculated if the thermophysical properties shown in the equations 

(2.2) and (2.3) are known. That is, if p, cp, cb, k, Ta, and Wb are 

known, the transient power-off (Q=0) temperature field and steady-

state temperature field (under a certain power) can be calculated 

easily by solving the equation (2.2) and (2.3), respectively. 

Transient Temperature Field 

To solve the equation (2.2) numerically, a finite difference 

scheme [24] was used in which the second spatial derivatives were 

approximated by a second order central difference formula on a uniform 

grid system and the first time derivative was approximated by an 
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explicit forward difference formula. With these numerical 

approximations, the discrete equation for equation (2.2) can be 

expressed in the form of 

-i-n+l — ^ / R/Tn , jn , *n , 
i|J'k ~ (1+AWitJ|k> \ Ul+1.J.k i-l.j,k 1,j+l,k + 

Ti,j-l,k + Ti,j,k+1 + Ti,j,k-1^ + ATawi,j,k + 

c < = i , j , k  + c - 6 8 > T ; , j , k } -

where 

cK(At) 
A = —— (m3s/kg) 

p 

B = —^(At) . (dimensionless) 
(&x)Vp 

c = ~lc~ (m3*C/W) 
A"-p 

i,j,k position of a node in space 

n iteration number in time 

Ax spatial resolution in meters of the grid system; Ax=Ay=Az 

At time step in seconds 

T?,j,k temperature at (i,j,k) node in space and nAt in time (*C) 

wi,j,k perfusion value at (i,j,k) node in space (kg/m3/s) 

Q|,j,k power at (i,j,k) node in space (W/m3) 

Ta arterial temperature (*C) 
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To guarantee the accuracy of the finite difference scheme, a stability 

analysis (as shown in Appendix A) is required to determine the maximum 

time step. 

Steady-State Temperature Field 

In order to increase the rate of convergence of iterative 

methods, a method generally used was the successive overrelaxation 

(SOR) method. In the SOR scheme, the discrete equation for equation 

(2.3) can be expressed in the form of 

Tn - " f Tn-1 + Tn-1 . Tn-1 . 
'i.j.k (6+DW1 J|k) I i+l,j,k + 'i-l.j.k + 'i.j+l.k + 

Ti,j-1,k + Ti,j,k+1 + Ti,j,k-1 + D ^TaWi,j,k + 

<2'5> 

where 

D = (m3*C/W) 
Ti,j,k temperature at (i,j,k) node and nth iteration (*C) 

u overrelaxation factor, 1 < u < 2 

The value of the overrelaxation factor was 1.7 in all simulations. A 

steady-state temperature was numerically obtained when the root of 

mean square error was less than 10~6 *C between consecutive 

iterations. The definition of the root of mean square error was 
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Erms Nx*Ny*Nz 
1 

where 

Nx,Ny,Nz total node number in x, y, and z directions, respectively 

The complete temperature field would be easily calculated 

directly if the perfusion function were known in advance. Presently, 

there is no good method to measure or predict exactly the blood 

perfusion throughout the treatment region during or prior to a 

hyperthermia treatment. Therefore the blood perfusion term W in 

equation (2.2) remains an unknown parameter that causes the problem to 

be unsolvable directly. In this study, a state and parameter algorithm 

was used to solve this inverse problem by using the limited, noisy 

temperature observations. The algorithm estimates the blood perfusion 

term (parameter) and predicts the complete steady-state temperature 

field (state) simultaneously from the limited amount of measured 

temperatures available. This estimation was done by minimizing the 

least squares objective function (S) formed by the difference between 

the measured data and the temperatures predicted by the model for 

those measurement locations 

I Ith iteration 

State and Parameter Estimation Algorithm 

S = MxNt (2.7) 
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where the vector E with size (NtxM)xl is defined as the difference 

between the measured and predicted temperatures and is expressed as 

e
£ • <Ti,i - TjPti> <2-8> 

with £ = (i-1)xNt+j 

where i = 1,...,M and j = l,...,Nt 

Here | is the measured temperature at position (x(,y(,z() and 

discrete sampling time tj. , is the temperature predicted by the 

model for the current estimate of the perfusion at the time and 

position corresponding to T^ ,. The total number of measurement 

locations is M and the total number of discrete time samples is Nt (or 

NTI). The iterative, transient Gauss method [25] is applied to 

optimize the perfusions by minimizing the objective function. An 

iterative scheme is needed due to the nonlinearity of the temperature 

with respect to perfusion (see equation 2.2). If there are M 

temperature measurement locations and Wk is the kth iteration estimate 

of the perfusion vector, a successive perfusion estimate can be 

derived by a Taylor series expansion for Tp(Wk+1) at the kth perfusion 

estimate (Wk), and can be expressed as 

Tp(«k+1) = Tp(Wk) + (-§j^WW£+1 - Wk ) + H.O.T. (2.9) 

where W^. is the fth element in the perfusion vector W of size Nxl 

W = [ Wj w2 w3 ... wN ]T 
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and Tp is the predicted temperature vector of size (NtxM)xl 

T = r T1 T2 TNt T1 TNt T1 TNt 1T 'p L 'p.l P,1 ••• P,1 P,2 *•* p,2 p,M p,M J 

Due to the nonlinearity of Tp depending on W, the new perfusion vector 

Wk+1 cannot be calculated directly. Assuming that Tp(Wk+1) is close to 

the measured temperature vector Tra, the higher order terms (H.O.T.) 

can be neglected. Using equation (2.8), the equation (2.9) is 

rewritten as 

Wk+1 = {Jk + (JTJ)"1JTE. (2.10) 

The vector Wk+1 represents the new perfusion estimates while the 

vector Wk represents the current perfusion estimates. The Jacobian (J) 

represents the matrix of the partial derivatives of the predicted 

temperatures at the measurement locations with respect to the 

perfusion vector Wk. For instance, the element 9Tj} (/9Wn of the 

Jacobian represents the rate of change of temperature at position 

(X|,y|,Z|) and discrete sampling time tj with respect to the perfusion 

Wn. The Jacobian is computed numerically using a forward difference 

method where the step size is 10% of the current perfusion estimate 

except when the perfusion is less that 1.0 kg/m3/s; then the step size 

is fixed at 0.1 kg/m3/s. 

To start the optimization algorithm, an initial guess for the 

blood perfusion vector (W°) is needed. It is desirable to use an 
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initial guess which is close to the correct perfusions. To accomplish 

this goal, the effective perfusion [26] at the measurement locations 

is used. The effective perfusion is measured by fitting the first six 

temperature samples following the power-off to an exponential 

function. The exponent of the fit yields the effective perfusion. 

These values were used as the initial perfusion guess for those zones 

with a sensor. For those zones without a sensor, the initial guess of 

blood perfusion was dependent upon what kind of initial guess method 

was chosen. In an attempt to find out a better initial estimate to 

start the algorithm, three types of Initial guess were tested in these 

simulations: a zero initial guess method in which the perfusion for 

each zone with a sensor was guessed as the effective perfusion based 

on the transient temperature decay data and the perfusion for the 

zones without a sensor were set at zero; an average initial guess 

method in which the perfusions for the zones with sensors were set at 

the effective perfusion values and the perfusions for the zones 

without sensors were set at the average value of the perfusions of the 

adjacent regions with sensors; and the random initial guess method in 

which the perfusion vector was generated by a random number generator. 

Regularization Algorithm 

It has been shown that the inverse problem of equation of (2.2) 

is ill-posed [7]. To define ill-posed consider a system described by 

Au = f (2.11) 
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where A is the operator representing the system model, f is the 

measurable data of the system output, and u is the system parameters. 

The inverse problem of equation (2.11) is well-posed if the following 

conditions are satisfied; 

(i) For every f there exists a solution u. 

(ii) The solution is unique. 

(iii) The solution is stable, i.e., small perturbations in f 

imply small perturbations in u. 

If any of (i), (ii), or (iii) is false, the inverse problem is ill-

posed. Due to the nature of the present hyperthermia problem, the 

solution scheme is not stable as shown in [7] thus (iii) is false 

implying that this is an ill-posed problem. 

Briefly, regularization of a problem refers to solving a 

related problem, called the regularized problem, whose solution 

approximates the original problem. A modification to equation (2.10) 

is required to implement Tikhonov regularization of order zero. The 

goal is to require that the change in the predicted perfusion (AWk) 

for a particular iteration has some smoothness in order to prevent 

oscillations in the perfusion guesses which can readily occur due to 

the ill-posed nature of this problem and the concomitant near-singular 

matrices. Tikhonov [21,22] and Kravaris and Seinfeld [23] have shown 

that for an ill-posed problem such as the present one, the following 

functional should be minimized to prevent oscillations in the 

parameter estimates and thus produce more successful, and improved 

solutions: 
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g( AWk ) = || JA«k - E || + £|( A»k ||. (2.12) 

where the norms are Euclidian and e is the regularization parameter. 

Minimization of this function with respect to AWk yields the modified 

version of equation (2.10): 

Wk+1 = QK + (JTJ + el)"1JTE. (2.13) 

It is this regularized equation that is solved to determine the 

optimal perfusion relative to the measured data. It should be noted 

that equation (2.13) is equivalent to equation (2.10) if e is equal to 

zero. It has been shown that there is an optimal value of 

regularization which is large enough to eliminate the ill-posedness 

but is small enough not to significantly distort the original problem 

for some ill-posed or inverse problems. In this simulation, an attempt 

was made to find the optimal value of the regularization parameter. 
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CHAPTER 3 

NUMERICAL RESULTS 

To study this estimation algorithm, well controlled numerical 

experiments generating three-dimensional temperature fields from 

limited, noisy temperature measurements were used. It is easier and 

more accurate to generate the measured temperatures numerically than 

to clinically obtain them. Numerically generated treatments also have 

the advantage that the complete temperature field 1s known and thus 

the accuracy of the estimated results can be evaluated— something 

which is extremely difficult for real clinical conditions. The 

treatments were simulated numerically by solving equation (2.2) 

assuming all parameters (including the perfusion term) were known 

prior to a treatment. The complete temperature fields (the direct 

case) were determined from the steady state temperatures with a known 

applied power. Following a power-off transient a limited number of the 

simulated transient temperatures at assigned locations were used as 

input data to the estimation algorithm to reconstruct the complete 

temperature fields (the indirect case). The steady-state temperature 

field of the direct case was used to assess the accuracy of the 

estimated steady-state temperature field of the Indirect case from the 

maximum absolute temperature difference for all finite difference node 
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locations. The power-off transient was introduced as a data 

acquisition strategy only. 

In all studies, the thermophysical properties of tissue were 

assumed constant and known; the tissue thermal conductivity (k) was 

0.5 W/m/*C; the tissue specific heat (cp) was 4000 J/kg/*C; the tissue 

density (/>) was 1000 kg/m3. The arterial blood temperature (Ta) was 

fixed at 37 *C and the blood specific heat (cb) was 4000 J/kg/*C. The 

boundary surface temperatures (Figure 3.1) were all fixed at 40 *C in 

the all simulations. For these three-dimensional simulations, two 

different volume cubes were used; one was 10.5x10.5x10.5 cm3 and the 

other was 3.15x3.15x3.15 cm3. Each cubic model was divided into seven 

perfusion zones as illustrated in Figure 3.1. The value of blood 

perfusion of a given zone in space was constant and varied from one 

zone to another. The perfusion (W) can be thought of as a vector where 

each element of the vector corresponds to the magnitude of the 

perfusion of one zone. The numbers in the lower right-hand corner of 

Figure 3.1 represent the elemental positions of the perfusion vector. 

In this simulation the perfusion patterns were classified into two 

models: a symmetric model in which the perfusion pattern had high 

symmetry; and an asymmetric model in which the perfusion pattern had 

at least one direction asymmetry. Moreover the perfusion patterns in 

each model were roughly divided into two sets; one was the low 

perfusion set where the maximum magnitude of the perfusion was less 

than 5 kg/m3/s and the other was the high perfusion set where the 

maximum value was larger than 5 kg/m3/s. 
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Figure 3.1 Schematic of the three-dimensional treatment model. Each 
zone represents a volume of different perfusion and the dots 1n the 
center of each zone are the locations of the temperature measurements. 
The perfusion zone numbers are Indicated In the near lower right-hand 
corner of each zone. 
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Symmetric Model 

Initially a simple distribution of the perfusion pattern was 

used for investigating the performance of the algorithm. It has been 

shown that the magnitudes of the perfusion in a tumor and its 

surrounding tissue are ially different [27]. Therefore the first 

perfusion distributions studied were assumed to be uniform except for 

the central zone (the fourth zone shown in Figure 3.1). Eight 

perfusion patterns were made and the corresponding perfusion vectors 

are shown in Table 3.1. Each perfusion pattern was represented by a 

sample notation in which LP means low perfusion; HP means high 

perfusion; LS means large size model; SS means small size model; R 

means reverse to indicate a high central perfusion; and UT means 

uniform temperature. The temperature measurements in the direct case 

numerical experiments were all made at the centers of the zones and 

are indicated by the dots in Figure 3.1. The applied power was uniform 

in the whole cube— except for the uniform temperature cases (LPUTLS 

and HPUTLS) where the applied power was spatially distributed to give 

a uniform steady-state temperature field. The magnitude of the applied 

power shown in Table 3.1 for each perfusion pattern was adjusted such 

that the maximum steady-state temperature of the direct cases was 

50*0.1 *C. The time step (the sampling time) in calculating the 

transient decay data was chosen such that after one hundred time steps 

the temperature field was within 0.2 *C of the basal power-off 

temperature field at all node locations. Thus the maximum number of 

time samples (NTI) was 101 in all cases associated with different 
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Table 3.1 Perfusion distributions and side length of the cubic 
treatment models, magnitudes of applied power, and time step of the 
time samples for eight symmetric perfusion patterns. Q(P) indicates 
that the applied power is a spatial distribution to give a uniform 
temperature field. 

Pattern 
Blood Perfusion (kg/m3/s) Side Length 

of the Cube 
L (cm) 

Power 
Q 

(Watt/m3) 

Time 

s$ 
Pattern 

W(P) W (center) 

Side Length 
of the Cube 

L (cm) 

Power 
Q 

(Watt/m3) 

Time 

s$ 

IPLS 0.5 0.0 10.5 18500. 60.0 

LPSS 0.5 0.0 3.15 95000. 10.0 

LPRLS 0.125 0.5 10.5 17000. 60.0 

LPUTLS 0.5 0.0 10.5 Q(f) 60.0 

HPLS 8.0 0.0 10.5 56000. 15.0 

HPSS 8.0 0.0 3.15 247500. 2.5 

HPRLS 0.5 8.0 10.5 40625. 30.0 

HPUTLS 8.0 0.0 10.5 Q(f) 20.0 
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values of the time step. The time step for each perfusion pattern was 

shown in Table 3.1. The grid system for the numerical scheme was 

uniform and the node spacings for the large size model and small size 

model were 5 mm and 1.5 mm, respectively. 

Additive Noise 

The influence of additive measurement noise was also 

investigated due to the fact that temperature measurements are noisy 

in most clinical treatment. To simulate noisy data, the direct case 

transient temperatures with additive noise were used as input to the 

algorithm. The noise, randomly chosen from a normal distribution with 

zero mean (/<) and variance (a2), was such that its variance 

corresponded to the probability that 95% of the noise was within a 

given value. In this study the values of the standard deviation of the 

normal distribution were selected to be 0.0, 0.01932, 0.03864, 

0.07764, and 0.1932 which correspond to a 95% noise level of 0.0, 0.1, 

0.2, 0.4, and 1.0 *C, respectively. To create the additive noise, a 

random number generator was used to pick a variable $ between 0 and 1 

from a uniform distribution. This number was related to the 

probability of that noise occurring in a uniform distribution such 

that the probability P(£) i i, where £ 1s the additive noise. An 

algorithm found in [28] was used to determine £ given t and a. The 

initial seed value for a random number generator was never changed, 

and thus the sequence of noise was always the same for a given 95% 

value. Numerically, the additive noise was taken from the sequence of 
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noise and formed in a vector. The size of this noise vector was 

(NxiOl)xi which represents the maximum number of transient 

temperatures used in this study. That is, the number of temperature 

sensors (M) was equal to the number of perfusion zones (N) and the 

time sampling length (Nt) was 101. The "measured" temperatures Tjjj ( 

(see equation (2.8)) were simulated by 

Tli • + 1( <3-'> 

where T], is the direct temperature at position (x,,y,,z,) and 

discrete sampling time tj and t^ is the £th element of the noise 

vector. 

This noisy data was then used as input to the reconstruction 

algorithm and the inverse problem was solved giving the indirect case 

temperature distribution. The results of the inverse case were then 

compared to the direct case results to determine the accuracy of this 

reconstruction method. The maximum absolute difference between the 

direct and indirect case steady-state temperatures at all finite 

difference node locations was computed. If the maximum absolute 

difference was less than 1*C when the algorithm terminated, this was 

declared a successful reconstruction. On the other hand if the maximum 

absolute difference was greater than 1*C, this was an unsuccessful 

reconstruction. 

Number of Temperature Sensors 
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The influence of the number of temperature sensors on the 

ability of the estimation algorithm to accurately predict the complete 

temperature field was investigated. In this simulation, the number of 

temperature sensors were selected as seven, six, four, and three; for 

the seven sensor case there was a sensor in each of the perfusion 

zones; for the six sensor case there was a sensor in each of the 

perfusion zones except the fourth zone; for the four sensor case there 

was a sensor in the first, third, fifth, and seventh zones; for the 

three sensor case there was a sensor in the second, fourth, and sixth 

zones. 

The performance of the estimation algorithm is quite dependent 

upon the number of temperature sensors used. Figure 3.2 shows the 

performance of the algorithm for the seven, six, four, and three 

sensor cases with five different noise levels using the average 

initial guess and NTI equal to 56 for the LPLS pattern. The magnitudes 

of the regularization parameter are 0, 0.01, 0.1, 1, 10, and 20 in 

Figures 3.2a, 3.2b, 3.2c, 3.2d, 3.2e, and 3.2f, respectively. The 

closed square indicates that the temperature field was accurately 

reconstructed; the open square shows that the temperature field was 

not accurately reconstructed. The situation when the temperature field 

was not accurately reconstructed when the algorithm terminated because 

of excessive iterations (> 25) but the perfusion vector was slowly 

converging to its true value is represented by a cross-hatched square. 

It is expected, based on letting several of the cases continue past 

the maximum allowed number of iteration (25), that those cases shown 
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Figure 3.2a Success in accurately predicting the complete temperature 
field for the LPLS pattern with e equal to zero, NTI equal to 56, and 
an average initial guess. 
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Figure 3.2b Success in accurately predicting the complete temperature 
field for the LPLS pattern with e equal to 0.01, NTI equal to 56, and 
an average initial guess. 
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Figure 3.2c Success in accurately predicting the complete temperature 
field for the LPLS pattern with e equal to 0.1, NTI equal to 56, and 
an average initial guess. 
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an average initial guess. 
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Figure 3.2f Success in accurately predicting the complete temperature 
field for the LPLS pattern with e equal to 20.0, NTI equal to 56, and 
an average initial guess. 
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as cross-hatched squares will accurately reconstruct the temperature 

field if the number of allowable iterations was increased. Results 

show that the algorithm can always accurately predict the complete 

temperature fields for the seven and six sensor cases for the LPLS 

pattern. 

As was mentioned, this inverse problem is ill-posed due to the 

instability of the perfusion estimates. Tikhonov regularization of 

order zero therefore was implemented to try to improve the performance 

of the algorithm. Figure 3.3a which is a plot of the perfusion 

estimate as a function of iteration number for the LPLS pattern with 

three sensors, a 0.4 *C noise level, and without regularization 

demonstrates this oscillatory perfusion estimates for those zones 

without sensors. Figure 3.3b plots the perfusion estimates for this 

same case except with e equal to 20 and shows that regularization does 

indeed stabilize the algorithm. Also, unlike the case without 

regularization, which terminated after twenty-five iterations with an 

inaccurate estimate of the complete temperature field, the case with 

regularization quickly terminated after 5 iterations with an accurate 

reconstruction. With implementing Tikhonov regularization of order 

zero Figure 3.2 shows that the performance of the algorithm is greatly 

improved, especially for the four and three sensor cases. The 

performance of the algorithm for other perfusion patterns (see Table 

3.1) was investigated with same conditions as the case shown in Figure 

3.3a (the case without regularization). Table 3.2a shows that the 

algorithm can accurately predict the complete temperature fields using 
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Table 3.2a Number of successful cases for all eight symmetric 
perfusion patterns with the average initial guess method and the value 
of NTI equal to 56 and without regularization for the cases with 
seven, six, four, and three sensors. There are five noise levels for 
each sensor case. 

Perfusion 
Pattern 

Number of Successful Cases 
(out of a possible 5) Perfusion 

Pattern 
Seven Six Four Three 

LPLS 5 5 1 0 

LPSS 5 5 1 0 

LPRLS 5 5 0 0 

LPUTLS 0 0 0 0 

HPLS 5 5 0 0 

HPSS 5 5 1 0 

HPRLS 5 4 1 0 

HPUTLS 0 0 0 0 
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Table 3.2b Number of successful cases for all eight symmetric 
perfusion patterns with the average initial guess method, NTI equal to 
56, and e equal to 0.1 for the cases with seven, six, four, and three 
sensors. There are five noise levels for each sensor case. 

Perfusion 
Pattern 

Number of Successful Cases 
(out of a possible 5) Perfusion 

Pattern 
Seven Six Four Three 

LPLS 5 5 1 1 

LPSS 5 5 3 5 

LPRLS 5 5 2 1 

LPUTLS 5 5 1 1 

HPLS 5 5 4 4 

HPSS 5 5 5 5 

HPRLS 5 5 2 3 

HPUTLS 5 3 3 2 
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seven or six sensors for all patterns except the LPUTLS and HPUTLS 

patterns In which the algorithm totally falls to accurately 

reconstruct the complete temperature field. With regularization, the 

algorithm was executed with the same conditions as previous cases 

(shown in Table 3.2a) except the magnitude of regularization parameter 

equal to 0.1. Table 3.2b shows that the algorithm can not only almost 

always accurately predict the complete temperature fields for the 

seven and six sensor cases (total successful cases for the seven and 

six sensor cases are 78 out of a possible 80) but 1t also gives more 

successful cases (increasing from 4 cases to 43 cases) for the four 

and three sensor cases. 

Because of the clinical limitations that there are only a 

limited number of measurement sensors during a treatment, it is of 

significant Interest to see how Tlkhonov regularization of order zero 

improves the ability of the inverse algorithm to accurately 

reconstruct the complete temperature field when the number of 

temperature sensors is significantly less than the number of perfusion 

zones, for instance the four and three sensor cases. In addition, 

previous results (see Table 3.2b) show that most cases with seven or 

six sensors can almost always be accurately predicted. Due to the 

difficulty of solving the cases where the number of sensors is four or 

three, the effect of regularization and NTI was studied on those cases 

alone. 

Initial Perfusion Estimates 
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To start the optimization algorithm, an initial estimate for 

the unknown parameter (the perfusion vector) is required. Three types 

of Initial guess methods were selected. They are the average, zero, 

and random initial guess methods. For the average and zero initial 

guess methods the initial perfusion estimate was constructed based on 

using the effective perfusion at the sensor locations. For the 

perfusion zones with no sensor, the initial guess was either the 

average value from the adjacent regions with sensors or zero, 

respectively. For the random Initial guess method, the initial 

perfusion value for each zone was randomly chosen between 0 and 10. 

Five random initial perfusion estimates were created by using five 

different starting numbers (or seed numbers) as input to a random 

number generator. Figure 3.4 and Table 3.3 show the results for the 

LPLS case with rour and three sensors and the values of NTI and e of 

98 and 1, respectively. It reveals that a zero initial guess method, 

in which the algorithm successfully predicts 10 out of a possible 10 

cases, is the best one to start the algorithm for this LPLS pattern. 

In order to reduce the total number of test cases, a zero initial 

guess method will be used for all following simulations. After the 

optimal values of NTI and e were found, a further comparison between 

the average and zero initial guess methods was made for the LPLS, 

HPSS, HPRLS, and HPUTLS patterns. Table 3.4 shows that the zero 

initial guess method is slightly better than the average initial guess 

method. 
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Figure 3.4a Success In accurately predicting the complete temperature 
field for the LPLS pattern with four and three sensors using an 
average Initial guess. The values of NTI and e are 98 and 1.0, 
respectively. 
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Figure 3.4b Success In accurately predicting the complete temperature 
field for the LPLS pattern with four and three sensors using a zero 
Initial guess. The values of NTI and e are 98 and 1.0, respectively. 
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Figure 3.4c Success 1n accurately predicting the complete temperature 
field for the LPLS pattern with four and three sensors using the 
random 1 Initial guess. The values of NTI and e are 98 and 1.0, 
respectively. 
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Figure 3.4f Success In accurately predicting the complete temperature 
field for the LPLS pattern with four and three sensors using the 
random 4 Initial guess. The values of NTI and e are 98 and 1.0, 
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Figure 3.4g Success 1n accurately predicting the complete temperature 
field for the LPLS pattern with four and three sensors using the 
random 5 initial guess. The values of NTI and e are 98 and 1.0, 
respectively. 
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Table 3.3 Success 1n accurately predicting the steady-state 
temperature field for the LPLS pattern for the four and three sensor 
cases with NTI equal to 98 and e equal to 1.0. There are three types 
of initial guess methods. Five different starting numbers in the 
random initial guess method are used to create five different initial 
perfusion estimates. 

Initial Perfusion 
Guess Method 

Total testing cases Initial Perfusion 
Guess Method 

Succeed Fall 

Zero 10 0 

Average 8 2 

Random 1 4 6 

Random 2 0 10 

Random 3 0 10 

Random 4 0 10 

Random 5 4 6 
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Table 3.4 Number of successful cases for the LPLS, HPSS, HPRLS, and 
HPUTLS patterns with the optimal values of NTI and e for the cases 
with four and three sensors using the average and zero initial guess 
methods. There are five noise levels for four and three sensors. The 
optimal values of NTI and e for the zero Initial guess are chosen from 
Table 3.5 and for the average Initial guess are determined by several 
tests. 

Perfusion 
Pattern 

Number of Successful Cases 
Perfusion 
Pattern Average Zero 

LPLS 9 (NTI=98, e=10.0) 10 (NTI=98, e=l.0) 

HPSS 10 (NTI=56, e=0.1) 10 (NTI=84, e=0.01) 

HPRLS 8 (NTI=28, e=1.0) 10 (NTI=98, e=100.) 

HPUTLS 5 (NTI=56, e=0.1) 8 (NTI=56, e=1.0) 
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Low Perfusion Set 

There are four low perfusion patterns which are the LPLS, LPSS, 

LPRLS, and LPUTLS patterns (see Table 3.1). It has been shown in 

Figure 3.2 that one of Important parameters in determining the 

performance of the algorithm in accurately reconstructing the complete 

temperature field is the magnitude of the regularization parameter 

(e). An attempt was made to find a proper choice of the magnitude of e 

to maximize the performance of the algorithm for these low perfusion 

patterns with four and three sensors and a zero initial guess method. 

Several values of e were chosen; 0, 0.01, 0.1, 1, 10, 20, and 100. The 

values of NTI used were 98, 84, and 56. Figure 3.5 plots the number of 

successful cases as a function of the regularization factor, e, for 

three choices of NTI for each perfusion pattern. At each value of NTI 

and e the program was executed.for each of the five different noise 
\ * 

levels for both the four and three sensor cases. The number of 

successful cases (out of the possible 10) 1s calculated as the total 

number which could be represented as either a closed or a cross-

hatched square 1n Figure 3.2. In Figure 3.5 1t 1s apparent that there 

1s a range of values of e which maximizes the performance of the 

algorithm for each NTI for each perfusion pattern. For instance, 1n 

Figure 3.5a the algorithm always obtains 10 successful cases out of a 

possible 10 when the value of e 1s between 1 and 20 and the value of 

NTI Is 98 for the LPLS pattern. It also shows that at each value of e 

the number of successful cases generally Increases when the value of 

NTI becomes larger. It has clearly Indicated that to obtain the 
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Figure 3.5a Success as a function of the regularlzatlon parameter (e) 
for all the four and three sensors results for the LPLS pattern with a 
zero initial guess. The values of NTI are 98, 84, and 56. 
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Figure 3.5b Success as a function of the regularlzatlon parameter (e) 
for all the four and three sensors results for the LPSS pattern with a 
zero Initial guess. The values of NTI are 98, 84, and 56. 
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Figure 3.5c Success as a function of the regularlzatlon parameter (e) 
for all the four and three sensors results for the LPRLS pattern with 
a zero Initial guess. The values of NTI are 98, 84, and 56. 
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Figure 3.5d Success as a function of the regularlzatlon parameter (e) 
for all the four and three sensors results for the LPUTLS pattern with 
a zero initial guess. The values of NTI are 98, 84, and 56. 
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Table 3.5a Optimal values of the time sampling length (NTI) and the 
corresponding optimal regularization parameter (e) values for the 
LPLS, LPSS, LPRLS, and LPUTLS patterns. 

Pattern NTIopt eopt NTIopt) 

LPLS 98 1.0 - 20.0 

LPSS 84 0.1 - 100.0 

LPRLS 98 1.0 - 100.0 

LPUTLS 84,98 10.0 - 20.0 
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maximum performance of the algorithm a proper choice of NTI is 98 for 

these low perfusion patterns. With NTI equal to 98, the optimal range 

of values of e can be easily determined to guarantee that the 

algorithm has the maximum performance. These optimal values of NTI and 

e for these low perfusion patterns are shown in Table 3.5a. 

High Perfusion Set 

There are also four high perfusion patterns which are the HPLS, 

HPSS, HPRLS, and HPUTLS patterns (see Table 3.1). Similar to low 

perfusion cases the algorithm was executed for the four and three 

sensor cases with a zero initial guess method. The values of e were 0, 

0.01, 0.1, 1, 10, and 100 for all high perfusion patterns except the 

HPRLS pattern where the values of e were up to 200. The values of NTI 

were 98, 84, 56, and 28. Like Figure 3.5, Figure 3.6 plots the number 

of successful cases as a function of the regularlzation factor, e, for 

different NTI for each perfusion pattern. Figure 3.6 demonstrates that 

there is an optimal value of e which maximizes the performance of the 

algorithm for each NTI for each perfusion pattern. Unlike the low 

perfusion pattern, these results show that at each value of e the 

number of successful cases decreases when the value of NTI becomes too 

large. It Implies that there Is an optimal value of NTI for each 

perfusion pattern. These optimal values of NTI and e for these high 

perfusion patterns are shown in Table 3.5b. 

Asymmetric Model 
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Figure 3.6a Success as a function of the regularlzatlon parameter (e) 
for all the four and three sensors results for the HPLS pattern with a 
zero Initial guess. The values of NTI are 98, 84, 56, and 28. 
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Figure 3.6b Success as a function of the regularlzatlon parameter (e) 
for all the four and three sensors results for the HPLS pattern with a 
zero Initial guess. The values of NTI are 98, 84, 56, and 28. 
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Figure 3.6c Success as a function of the regularlzatlon parameter (e) 
for all the four and three sensors results for the HPLS pattern with a 
zero initial guess. The values of NTI are 98, 84, 56, and 28. 
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Figure 3.6d Success as a function of the regularizatlon parameter (e) 
for all the four and three sensors results for the HPLS pattern with a 
zero Initial guess. The values of NTI are 98, 84, 56, and 28. 
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Table 3.5b Optimal values of the time sampling length (NTI) and the 
corresponding optimal regularizatlon parameter (e) values for the 
HPLS, HPSS, HPRLS, and HPUTLS patterns. 

Pattern NTIopt eopt <for NTIopt) 

HPLS 56 0.1 

HPSS 84 0.01 - 1.0 

HPRLS 56,98 100.0 

HPUTLS 56 1.0 
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All of the previous perfusion patterns studied had a high 

degree of symmetry, so to study the performance of the state and 

parameter estimation method for a wider range of situations several 

asymmetric perfusion distributions were tested. The same two models 

sizes previously described were also used for the asynmetric cases. 

The perfusion patterns were also designed and classified into two 

sets: the low perfusion set and the high perfusion set. For each set 

three types of perfusion distribution were considered: one axis of 

asymmetry (denoted by 1AX) 1n the z direction (see Figure 3.1); two 

axes of asymmetry (denoted by 2AX) 1n the x and z directions; and 

three axes of asymmetry (the random case; denoted by 3AX). For the 3AX 

case, the perfusion vector was assigned by a random number generator. 

The value of each element of the perfusion vector for the random low 

perfusion set was between 0 and 1, and for the random high perfusion 

set it was between 0 and 10. The perfusion patterns and applied power 

distributions for those cases are listed 1n Table 3.6. Table 3.6a 

gives the perfusion vectors for the low perfusion pattern and Table 

3.6b gives perfusion vectors for the high perfusion patterns. Table 

3.7a shows the results for the low perfusion asymmetric case with e 

and NTI equal to 1 and 98, respectively. Table 3.7b shows the results 

for the high perfusion asymmetric case with c and NTI equal to 0.01 

and 84, respectively. These values of NTI and e are roughly selected 

based on the previous results of the symmetric perfusion patterns. Due 

to the dependence of the optimal values of NTI and e on the perfusion 

pattern and magnitude from previous results (see Figures 3.5 and 3.6), 
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Table 3.6a Low perfusion (LP) vector W for six models; LS means large 
size volume 10.5x10.5x10.5 cm3; SS means small size volume 
3.15x3.15x3.15 cm3; 1AX represents one axis asymmetry in the Z 
direction; 2AX represents two axis asymmetries in the Z and X 
directions; 3AX represents three axis asymmetries. 

Model 
Perfusion Vector (kg/m3/s) Power 

(W/m3) 
Model 

Wi w2 W3 W5 W6 W7 

Power 

(W/m3) 

LPLS1AX 
0.5 1.0 1.0 0.0 1.0 1.0 0.1 

18500 

LPSS1AX 
0.5 1.0 1.0 0.0 1.0 1.0 0.1 

98500 

LPLS2AX 
0.5 1.0 1.0 0.0 0.2 1.0 0.1 

17200 

LPSS2AX 
0.5 1.0 1.0 0.0 0.2 1.0 0.1 

97000 

LPLS3AX 
0.61 0.37 0.38 0.14 0.47 0.14 0.47 

19350 

LPSS3AX 
0.61 0.37 0.38 0.14 0.47 0.14 0.47 

95300 
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Table 3.6b High perfusion (HP) vector W for six models; LS means 
large size volume 10.5x10.5x10.5 cm3; SS means small size volume 
3.15x3.15x3.15 cm3; 1AX represents one axis asymmetry in the Z 
direction; 2AX represents two axis asymmetries in the Z and X 
directions; 3AX represents three axis asymmetries. 

Model 
Perfusion Vector (kg/m3/s) Power 

(W/m3) 
Model 

Wi w2 W3 W4 W5 W6 W7 

Power 

(W/m3) 

HPLS1AX 
5.0 9.0 9.0 0.0 9.0 9.0 1.0 

47500 

HPSS1AX 
5.0 9.0 9.0 0.0 9.0 9.0 1.0 

192000 

HPLS2AX 
5.0 9.0 9.0 0.0 2.0 9.0 1.0 

44300 

HPSS2AX 
5.0 9.0 9.0 0.0 2.0 9.0 1.0 

179000 

HPLS3AX 
6.08 3.71 3.79 1.39 4.67 1.43 4.71 

91000 

HPSS3AX 
6.08 3.71 3.79 1.39 4.67 1.43 4.71 

203000 
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Table 3.7a Number of successful cases for the asymmetric high 
perfusion patterns for the four and three sensor cases with e=0.01 and 
NTI=84 using the zero initial guess. There are five noise levels for 
four and three sensors. 

Perfusion 
Pattern 

Number of Successful Cases 
(out of a possible 5) Perfusion 

Pattern 
Four Sensors Three Sensors 

LPLS1AX 4 2 

LPLS2AX 4 0 

LPLS3AX 0 4 

LPSS1AX 5 5 

LPSS2AX 5 5 

LPSS3AX 5 5 
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Table 3.7b Number of successful cases for the asymmetric high 
perfusion patterns for the four and three sensor cases with e=0.01 and 
NTI=84 using the zero initial guess. There are five noise levels for 
four and three sensors. 

Perfusion 
Pattern 

Number of Successful Cases 
(out of a possible 5) Perfusion 

Pattern 
Four Sensors Three Sensors 

HPLS1AX 5 0 

HPLS2AX 4 0 

HPLS3AX 0 1 

HPSS1AX 5 2 

HPSS2AX 5 0 

HPSS3AX 1 4 
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these values of NTI and e could not be optimal values for the 

asymmetric perfusion patterns. Table 3.7 shows that for most cases the 

performance of the algorithm degrades when the perfusion pattern 

becomes more asymmetric, and the number of successful cases for the 

small size model is larger than that for the large size model. 

Particularly Table 3.7a shows that for the LPSS1AX, LPSS2AX, and 

LPSS3AX patterns, which are the cases with small model size and 

magnitude of the perfusion, the algorithm can always succeed in 

accurately reconstructing the temperature field. 

Noise Patterns 

As was mentioned before, the additive noise vector was always 

the same for a given 95% value because the Initial seed value of a 

random number generator was fixed. It should be noted that all 

previous results were based on a certain noise pattern. Because of the 

uncertainty of the noise pattern during a treatment, it is of 

significant Interest to see how the noise pattern affects the ability 

of the algorithm to accurately predict the complete temperature field. 

Four values of the initial seed for a random number generator were 

selected to create four noise patterns. Thus, Including the previous 

noise pattern (denoted by A* in Table 3.9), the total number of the 

noise patterns studied was five. In each noise pattern the noise 

vector was generated with the same assumptions as the previous noise 

pattern. Without considering the cases with zero noise level, there 

were four noise levels; 0.1, 0.2, 0.4, and 1.0 *C. The test cases 
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Table 3.8 Values of the time sampling length (NTI) and the 
regularization parameter (e) for eight symmetric perfusion patterns in 
the simulations with five different noise patterns. 

Pattern NTI 6 

LPLS 98 1.0 

LPSS 84 1.0 

LPRLS 98 1.0 

LPUTLS 98 10.0 

HPLS 56 0.1 

HPSS 84 0.01 

HPRLS 56 100.0 

HPUTLS 56 1.0 
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Table 3.9a Number of successful cases for the symmetric low perfusion 
patterns for the four and three sensor cases using a zero initial 
guess. There are four noise levels for four and three sensors. Noise 
A is the previous noise pattern. 

Type of 
Noise 
Pattern 

Number of Successful cases 
(out of a possible 8) Type of 

Noise 
Pattern LPLS LPSS LPRLS LPUTLS 

Noise A* 8 8 8 8 

Noise B 7 8 7 6 

Noise C 5 8 5 6 

Noise D 7 8 7 8 

Noise E 6 8 6 7 
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Table 3.9b Number of successful cases for the symmetric high 
perfusion patterns for the four and three sensor cases using a zero 
initial^guess. There are four noise levels for four and three sensors. 
Noise A* is the previous noise pattern. 

Type of 
Noise 
Pattern 

Number of Successful cases 
(out of a possible 8) Type of 

Noise 
Pattern HPLS HPSS HPRLS HPUTLS 

Noise A* 8 8 8 8 

Noise B 7 8 8 8 

Noise C 7 8 8 8 

Noise 0 6 7 8 7 

Noise E 7 7 8 8 
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were chosen as eight symmetric perfusion patterns (see Table 3.1) for 

the four and three sensor cases with a zero initial guess method. The 

values of NTI and e shown 1n Table 3.8 were selected as the optimal 

ones from the previous results shown 1n Table 3.5. Table 3.9 shows 

that the influence of the noise pattern on the ability of the 

algorithm to accurately reconstruct the complete temperature field is 

generally slight. Table 3.9a shows the results for four low perfusion 

patterns and Table 3.9b 1s for four high perfusion patterns. The 

average of number of successful cases for each perfusion pattern with 

five noise patterns is calculated. The minimum 1s about 6 (out of a 

possible 8). 
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CHAPTER 4 

DISCUSSION 

The simulations of predicting the steady state temperature 

field from limited temperature observations during hyperthermia 

treatments employing a state and parameter estimation algorithm with 

Tikhonov regularization of order zero Investigated in this thesis 

indicate that the estimation algorithm is generally capable of 

accurately predicting the entire temperature field to within 1 *C. The 

results indicate that use of Tikhonov regularization of order zero 

significantly improves the performance of this estimation algorithm 

and that there are optimal choices of the regularization parameter and 

the time sampling length. The additive noise and the asyiranetric 

perfusion patterns degrade the performance of this algorithm when the 

number of temperature sensors are small. The results also show that a 

zero initial guess method Is slightly better than an average initial 

guess method to start this algorithm. 

Regularization Parameter and Time Sampling Length 

To obtain an accurate prediction of the complete temperature 

field, the performance of this estimation algorithm 1s quite dependent 

on the choices of regularization parameter (e) and the transient 

power-off time sampling length (NTI). Figures 3.5 and 3.6 reveal that 
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with appropriate choices of e and NTI this algorithm can accurately 

predict the complete temperature field when the number of sensors is 

four or three and that optimal values exist for the choice of both of 

these parameters. First, Figures 3.5 and 3.6 demonstrate the effects 

of regularizatlon in a range of NTI from 56 to 98 in detail, 

especially the fact that there is an optimal e maximizing the 

performance of the algorithm, and that increasing the regularization 

to a very large value will result in the degradation of the 

performance of the algorithm. This is because a very large value of 

regularizatlon will cause AW 1n equation (6) to tend toward zero which 

can result 1n either slowing the rate of convergence of the perfusion 

estimates to their true values or causing the the divergence of the 

perfusion estimates from their true values. This divergence occurs 

since the off diagonal terms 1n the Jacoblan matrix become dominated 

by the relatively large e added to the diagonal terms of the matrix. 

The optimal e value is In general not dependent on the NTI choice, but 

does depend on perfusion pattern and magnitude as discussed below. 

Second, Figure 3.5 indicates that the optimal value of NTI for 

the low perfusion patterns 1s 98. Because the main mechanism of energy 

transfer for low perfusion patterns 1s the conductive term, this makes 

the transient power-off temperatures decay slowly to the basal 

temperatures for both the central zone and Its surrounding zones thus 

requiring a large NTI to obtain the maximum amount of conduction 

coupling between adjacent zones of perfusion. That is, at large times 

the elements of the Jacoblan matrix (3Tjj |/9Wk) are non-zero and are 
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thus providing information (conduction coupling information). On the 

other hand, the performance of the algorithm degrades when NTI becomes 

large for the high perfusion patterns. This is because the transient 

power-off temperatures rapidly decay to the basal temperatures for the 

high perfusion zones while for the central low perfusion zone the 

transient power-off temperatures slowly decay to the basal 

temperatures. Then, for large time many terms in the Jacobian matrix 

become zero, providing no new information for the estimation process, 

but diluting the error estimate by making 1t smaller and approaching 

zero. Generally the optimal value of NTI for the high perfusion 

pattern 1s smaller than the optimal value of NTI for the low perfusion 

pattern. 

Third, Table 3.5 reveals that the dependence of the optimal e 

value on perfusion magnitude 1s obvious. For Instance, for the LPLS 

and HPLS patterns, 1n which the perfusion pattern was same but the 

perfusion magnitude was different, the optimal value of e for the LPLS 

pattern 1s larger than the optimal value of e for the HPLS pattern. In 

general, the optimal value of e for the low perfusion pattern 1s 

larger than the optimal value of e for the high perfusion pattern. 

This is because the differences between the diagonal and off-diagonal 

terms 1n the Jacobian matrix for the low perfusion pattern are 

relatively smaller than that for the high perfusion pattern. To avoid 

a situation in which the off-diagonal terms become dominated by the 

relatively large e values added to the diagonal terms 1n the Jacobian 

matrix, the value optimal of e for the high perfusion pattern is 
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smaller than the optimal value of e for the low perfusion pattern. 

From Table 3.5 the dependence of the optimal e on the perfusion 

pattern is more subtle because there were no perfusion patterns with 

the same magnitude but with different patterns. However, the influence 

of the perfusion pattern and magnitude on the optimal e can be shown 

in Table 3.5. For example, for the LPLS and LPRLS patterns, in which 

both the perfusion pattern and magnitude were different the optimal 

values of e are slightly different; for the LPLS and HPRLS patterns, 

which give perfusions of the central zone of 0.0 and 8.0 kg/m3/s 

respectively (see Table 3.1), the optimal values of e are different; 

for the HPLS and HPRLS patterns, the optimal values of e are also 

different. 

Effects of Number of Sensors and Noise 

Figure 3.2 demonstrates the performance of the reconstruction 

algorithm to accurately predict the steady-state temperature fields as 

a function of the number of temperature measurements. Two major 

observations about the general behavior of the reconstruction 

algorithm can be made. First, the effect of the number of temperature 

measurements relative to the number of perfusion zones 1s demonstrated 

1n Figure 3.2. The algorithm can accurately predict the complete 

temperature field Irrespective of noise when there 1s no model 

mismatch and one sensor in each zone. Table 3.2b show that for most 

cases with seven or six sensors the regularized estimation algorithm 

has succeeded in accurately predicting the complete temperature 
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fields. However, when the number of temperature measurements is 

reduced, the performance of the algorithm degrades due to the nature 

of the ill-posedness of the inverse problem. Therefore, the problems 

focused on in this study were the four and three sensor cases to 

simulate practical situations in which the number of temperature 

sensors is limited. 

Second, the additive noise makes the inverse problem more ill-

posed, and thus degrades the performance of the algorithm, 

particularly for the four and three sensor cases. For these cases it 

is likely that small perturbations (noise) in temperature measurements 

could lead to large perturbations 1n the perfusion estimates which 

result in Inaccurately reconstructing the temperature field. 

To compensate for this Ill-posedness caused partly by the 

reduced number of temperature sensors and the superimposed noise, 

Tikhonov regularlzatlon of order zero 1s Implemented. Figure 3.2a and 

Table 3.2a show that it is unlikely that the estimation algorithm can 

accurately predict the temperature field without regularlzatlon when 

there are just three or four sensors. This is due to the ill-posedness 

of the inverse problem that results in oscillatory estimates of the 

perfusion vector, particularly for those zones without sensors. Figure 

3.3a clearly illustrates oscillatory perfusion estimates for zones 

without sensors (i.e., the first, third, fifth, and seventh zones) for 

the three sensor case with 0.4 *C noise level and without 

regularlzatlon. With implementation of the regularization technique, 

Figures 3.2b-2f show that the number of successful cases increases as 
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the magnitude of the regularization parameter increases. This is 

because the ill-posedness has been reduced with increase magnitude of 

e. Figure 3.3b shows that for the three sensor case with 0.4 *C noise 

level and e equal to 20, the oscillatory estimates were eliminated and 

the estimates of perfusion converged rapidly to the exact values with 

the benefit that the computational time is reduced. 

When the magnitude of the additive noise is not too large (the 

95% noise level 1s less than 1.0 *C), the performance of the algorithm 

is independent of the noise pattern. By excluding the cases with 1.0 

*C noise level, the number of successful cases for each perfusion 

pattern are re-counted from the same results shown 1n Table 3.9. Table 

4.1 shows that the performance of the algorithm 1s much less dependent 

upon the noise patterns. Further limiting the noise level to 0.2 *C, 

the dependence of the performance of the algorithm on the noise 

pattern disappears. It 1s because the regularization will get rid of 

the effect caused by the noise pattern when the magnitude of the 

additive noise 1s small. It suggests that during a treatment a proper 

filter may be needed to reduce the magnitude of noise with the benefit 

that no Information about the noise pattern is required when the 

algorithm is Implemented to predict the complete temperature field. 

Initial Perfusion Estimates 

A proper guess of Initial perfusion estimates will help lead to 

an accurate prediction of the steady-state temperature field. Some 

observations that can be made concerning Figure 3.4 and Table 3.3 are 
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Table 4.1a Number of successful cases for the symmetric low perfusion 
patterns for the four and three sensor cases using a zero initial 
guess. There are three noise levels for four and three sensors. Noise 
A is the previous noise pattern. 

Type of 
Noise 
Pattern 

Number of Successful cases 
(out of a possible 6) Type of 

Noise 
Pattern LPLS LPSS LPRLS LPUTLS 

Noise A* 6 6 6 6 

Noise B 6 6 6 6 

Noise C 5 6 5 6 

Noise D 6 6 6 6 

Noise E 6 6 5 6 
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Table 4.1b Number of successful cases for the symmetric high 
perfusion patterns for the four and three sensor cases using a zero 
initial guess. There are three noise levels for four and three 
sensors. Noise A* is the previous noise pattern. 

Type of 
Noise 
Pattern 

Number of Successful cases 
(out of a possible 6) Type of 

Noise 
Pattern HPLS HPSS HPRLS HPUTLS 

Noise A* 6 6 6 6 

Noise B 5 6 6 6 

Noise C 5 6 6 6 

Noise D 4 5 6 5 

Noise E 5 5 6 6 
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that the Initial perfusion estimates based on the transient power-off 

data are better than the initial perfusion estimates based on a random 

guess, and more specifically, that the zero initial guess method is 

the best one to start the estimation algorithm for the specific 

perfusion pattern LPLS. Results from the random guess methods reveal 

that very poor initial parameter estimates can result in making the 

algorithm with regularization unstable (oscillatory estimation) and/or 

make the algorithm diverge or converge to the wrong perfusion 

estimates. Such behavior can be seen in Figure 4.1. Figure 4.1a plots 

the perfusion estimates as a function of iteration number for the LPLS 

pattern with four sensors, and a 1 *C noise level. The perfusion 

estimate for each zone converges to the wrong value; especially for 

the second zone. Figure 4.1b for the LPLS pattern with three sensors, 

and a 1 *C noise level shows the oscillatory estimates for the first 

and third zones and the divergent estimate for the seventh zone. 

Figure 4.1c shows that a bad Initial perfusion estimate appears to 

cause the perfusion estimates to be gradually divergent and unstable 

for the LPLS pattern with three sensors, zero noise. Table 3.4 shows 

that 1n general a zero Initial guess 1s slightly better than an 

average Initial guess to start this estimation algorithm. 

Asymmetric Perfusion Pattern 

From all of these results It can be seen that with optimal 

values of NTI and e the algorithm can attain a perfect performance 

(getting 10 successful cases out of a possible 10) for all symmetric 
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Figure 4.1a Plot of the estimated perfusion as a function of the 
Iteration for the case with four sensors case, NTI equal to 98, e 
equal to 1.0, and a 1.0 *C noise level for the LPLS pattern using the 
random 2 Initial guess. 
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Figure 4.1b Plot of the estimated perfusion as a function of the 
iteration for the case with three sensors case, NTI equal to 98, e 
equal to 1.0, and a 1.0 *C noise level for the LPLS pattern using the 
random 3 Initial guess. 
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Figure 4.1c Plot of the estimated perfusion as a function of the 
iteration for the case with three sensors case, NTI equal to 98, e 
equal to 1.0, and a 0.0 *C noise level for the LPLS pattern using the 
random 4 Initial guess. 
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perfusion patterns except the HPUTLS case. This latter failure 1s due 

to the lack of coupling resulting from the initial uniform temperature 

field and the high perfusion. 

Table 3.7 reveals that the performance of the algorithm 

degrades as the perfusion vector becomes more asymmetric. For the one 

and two axis asymmetry patterns, the four sensor case is better than 

the three sensor case possibly because sensor positions gave more 

information about the Initial guess of the perfusion in the asymmetric 

directions. That is, the sensors were aligned with the direction of 

asymmetry for the four sensor case (see Table 3.6), and thus the 

Initial perfusion guess for the corresponding zones was based on the 

effective perfusion. This leads to good Initial perfusion estimates. 

On the other hand, for the three sensor case the initial perfusion 

estimates were generally bad because the initial perfusions for the 

zones in the asymmetric directions were set at zero (because there 

were no sensors in those zones). Moreover, when there were no sensors 

in the asymmetric direction (the three sensor cases) the perfusions in 

that direction were estimated to approximately equal values; that is 

there was no predicted asymmetry. It is likely that the poor 

conduction coupling between zones results from a poor initial 

perfusion estimates. From the previous results (see Figures 3.5 and 

3.6) 1t has been shown that this algorithm can easily accurately 

reconstruct the complete temperature field 1f the perfusion pattern 

has a high degree of symmetry. 
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Nonunique Perfusion Estimate 

Due to the nature of the ill-posed problems, it is possible 

that the solutions of the inverse problems are not unique. The 

preliminary results of the patterns with small perfusion magnitude and 

small model size show that although the perfusion vectors were 

sometimes estimated away from their true values, the regularized 

estimation algorithm could always accurately reconstruct the complete 

temperature fields. Table 4.2 shows that the absolute maximum error in 

the perfusion estimate becomes larger when the noise level becomes 

larger. The absolute maximum error is defined as the maximum 

difference between the true perfusion vector and the final estimated 

perfusion vector. The true perfusion vectors for the LPSS, LPSS1AX, 

LPSS2AX, and LPSS3AX patterns were shown 1n Table 3.1 and Table 3.6a, 

respectively. The nonuniqueness of the perfusion estimate for the 

cases with small perfusion magnitude and small model size occurs 

because large temperature gradient exists 1n those situations. When 

the larger temperature gradient occurs, conduction becomes the 

dominant energy transfer mechanism, the conduction coupling between 

the predicted temperatures and the adjacent perfusions 1s enhanced 

thus improving the performance of the algorithm, and the temperature 

predictions become Insensitive to changes 1n perfusion. The larger 

temperature gradient occurs because 1) the model size was small, 2) 

the magnitude of perfusion was small, 3) the boundary temperatures 

were fixed at 40 *C, and 4) the maximum steady-state temperature was 

fixed at 50 *C. Due to this phenomenon, the algorithm could accurately 
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predict the temperature field even when the final perfusion estimates 

deviated from their true values. It 1s encouraging that the algorithm 

can be applied to practical situations to obtain good estimates when 

the tumor size is small. 
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Table 4.2 Maximum errors between the final perfusion estimates and 
the true perfusion values for the small perfusion magnitude and small 
model size patterns: LPSS, LPSSIAX, LPSS2AX, and LPSS3AX. The number 
of temperature sensors 1s four and the values of NTI and e are 98 and 
1.0, respectively. 

Maximum Error (kg/m3/s) 
for Different Noise Levels 

Noise Level 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.4 1.0 

c 
LPSS 0.01 0.09 0.17 0.52 0.6 

o T- C «l t-3 01 
LPSSIAX 0.01 0.12 0.22 0.42 0.99 

«•- +J 
U +J a> <o a. a. 

LPSS2AX 0.01 0.11 0.21 0.41 0.95 
«•- +J 
U +J a> <o a. a. 

LPSS3AX 0.12 0.22 0.31 0.47 0.51 
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CHAPTER 5 

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

This thesis presents a limited parametric study to investigate 

the performance of state and parameter estimation algorithm with 

regularization in accurately predicting the complete temperature field 

from limited, noisy temperature observations. From the preliminary 

results, it has been shown that the Implementation of Tlkhonov 

regularization of order zero into state and parameter algorithm 

greatly improves the ability to accurately predict the complete 

temperature field. When there Is a temperature sensor in each 

perfusion zones and no model mismatch the algorithm can almost always 

accurately predict the complete temperature field. Even for more 

complicated problems when there 1s no model mismatch but the number of 

temperature sensors is significantly less than the number of perfusion 

zones and the measured temperatures are noisy, the algorithm still has 

an ability to accurately predict the complete temperature field 1f the 

proper choice of the regularization parameter 1s determined and used. 

Without regularization the algorithm can not work well to deal with 

problems in which only a few temperature sensors are available. This 

1s due to the 111-posedness of such inverse problems. 

To provide sufficient conduction coupling information to 

optimize the parameter estimation (perfusion) and then to accurately 
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predict the temperature field the time sampling length 1s an Important 

factor. Results indicate that the time sampling length for the low 

perfusion cases should be large (98 to 101) while for the high 

perfusion cases there appears to be a lower optimal choice. The 

optimal choices of the time sampling length and the regularizatlon 

parameter are dependent upon the perfusion pattern and magnitude. In 

general, the optimal values of NTI and e for the low perfusion 

patterns are larger than the optimal values of NTI and e for the high 

perfusion patterns. 

An Initial perfusion estimate based on the effective perfusion, 

which is calculated from the transient power-off temperatures, can 

help lead to an accurate prediction of the complete temperature field. 

Results show that both the zero and average initial guess methods 

which are based on the effective perfusion are much better than the 

random Initial guess methods. Moreover, a zero initial guess Is 

slightly better than an average Initial guess. 

When the model size and the blood perfusion are small, the 

preliminary results show that the algorithm can always accurately 

predict the complete temperature field for the four and three sensor 

cases 1n spite of the additive noise factor. However, 1t should be 

noted that the corresponding final predicted perfusion vector 1s not 

always equal to Its true value. Due to this parameter nonunlqueness 

situation, the algorithm cannot always be used to accurately estimate 

the perfusion. On the other hand, it 1s likely that the algorithm 

could be applied clinically to get a good estimates of treatment 
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temperature, because the temperature field can be predicted accurately 

for these small sizes— which are similar to Interstitial treatments. 

The performance of the algorithm 1s degraded 1f the perfusion 

vector becomes more asymmetric or the magnitude of noise increases. 

Generally, the Influence of the noise pattern on the algorithm is 

slight. 

The Influence of the magnitude of the regularizatlon parameter 

and the time sampling length on the performance of the estimation 

algorithm should be studied thoroughly before more detailed 

conclusions can be reached. The treatment simulations used in this 

study are not a comprehensive set. Before this estimation algorithm 

can be applied clinically, several problems need to be solved. For the 

complexity of the blood perfusion, the dependency of the 

regularizatlon parameter on the perfusion pattern and magnitude should 

be Investigated for a wider range of perfusions. To simulate such 

perfusion distributions one can use either more perfusion zones or a 

continuous function to represent the perfusion distribution. In 

practical situations, more accurate thermal models with model mismatch 

problems need to be considered. Moreover, the computatlng time to 

reconstruct the temperature field 1s too long presently. Thus speed 

enhancement is required. A faster method for computing the Jacobian 

matrix or eliminating/reducing the number of such calculations and the 

temperature field need to be developed. For instance, a vectorized 

scheme can be used. Also, a new technique should be developed to 
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determine the optimal values of the regularlzation parameter and the 

time sampling length for any perfusion pattern based on the 

preliminary results by calculating the condition number of the (JTJ) 

matrix where J 1s the Jacoblan matrix. 
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APPENDIX A 

THE CONVERGENCE ANALYSIS OF THE FINITE DIFFERENCE SCHEME 

OF THE BIOHEAT TRANSFER EQUATION FOR THE DIRECT CASE 

The convergence of the finite difference scheme implies the 

consistency and stability as defined by Lax [29]. 

(1) Consistency 

The equation (2.2) can be written as the form 

"cPll • (*•» 

where T = T - T a 

By using the finite difference technique to solve the equation 

(A.l) numerically, the second spatial derivatives were approximated by 

the second order central difference formula using an uniform grid 

system and the first time derivative was approximated by an explicit 

forward difference formula. The truncation error (T.E.) of the finite 

difference scheme at (1,j,k) node and (n+1)At time can be written as 
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DIM2. 02(&t) ] v2T (A.2) 

where D = k/(/>cp) 

It 1s clear that this finite difference model approximates the 

original equation (A.l) because If the finite difference mesh 1s 

refined (I.e., both Ax and At approach to zero), the truncation error 

go to zero. 

(11) Stability 

The stability Implies the boundedness of all perturbations In a 

computed solution. The most widely used method of stability analysis 

1s the von Nuemann stability analysis of a finite difference 

approximation. There Is no error occurrence at all nodes at Initial 

time (t=0). From the von Nuemann stability analysis, the local 

fluctuation error at the (1,j,k) node In space and the nth step In 

time can be written 

n vn Ifrx1" + VAy + XzkAz) 
1»j»k "  v  e  (A.3) 

where 

I; complex number rT 

Xx,XyIX2; frequency number 1n x, y, and z directions, 
respectively 

X»Ayt*z« 
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Ax,Ay,Az; distance between two nodes In x, y, and z 
directions, respectively (Ax=Ay=Az) 

1,j,k; node number 1n x, y, and z directions, respectively 

Vn; amplitude function at time n 

n; Iterative number 1n time 

Define 0X, 0y, and 0 Z  be the phase angle in x, y, and z directions, 

respectively where 

0X = Xx (Ax); 0y = Xy(Ay); 0Z = X2(Az) 

The equation (A.3) becomes 

n n I(1®x + J*v + k'z> 

similarly, 

En+1 . „n+l A * J'y + wz>] 
1+1.j.k " v e 

and so forth. 

Because the fluctuation error 1s assumed to satisfy the 

difference approximation, the error equation has the form 

En+1 1 r Fn . l. / pH , cn . cn 
1.J.k l+a1Jjk L 1,j,k + b( 1+1,j,k + E1-l,j,k + E1,j+l,k + 

E1.J-l.k + E1,j,k+1 + E1,j,k-1 * ] ' (A-5> 

where a1 , k = b^Wl>.1ik ; b = ? 
,Jl />c0(Ax)2 
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Plugging the equation (A.4) Into the error equation (A.5) there 

results 

y n+1 

vn 1+a^— [ 1+ b(e 
1 

Wx  "Mx l ey ' i ev l 6z ~ i ez ,1 +e +e y+e y+e +e - 6)1 

where 

I; complex number -1^1 

IBy  -W¥  
Now, using the definition ^ - * x) = (e + e )/2, there results 

y n+1 

Vn 
— {l+2b [ (cos5x-1)+(cos0y-1)+(cosflz-1) ]} 
11J, k 

The condition for stability 1s 

„ n+1 

#n £ 1 . 

or 

-(1+a^j^) * l+2b[(cos0x-l)+(cosfly-l)+(cos0z-l)] S 1+a^ j ( 

The upper bound l+a^j ̂  1s satisfied automatically since 

ai.j.k > °» b > °» an«J terms of (cos0x-l), (cos0y-l), and (cosfl2-l) 

are negative. Thus, for stability, 
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"( l +a1,j,k) * l+2b[(cos0x-l)+(cos0y-l)+(cos0z-l)] 

or 

b * 
2 + a 

UjJL 
2[(cos0x-l)+(cos0 -1)+(cos02-1)| 

In the worst situation, 

b , 2**U1.k 
min 12 

Thus, 

At £ 
12k cbW1..1.k ' 

/>cp(Ax)2 'CP 

(A.6) 

In our studies, the tissue was assumed a uniform properties 

material 1n which the tissue thermal conductivity (k) was 0.5 W/m/'C, 

the tissue specific heat (cp) was 4000 J/kg/*C, the blood specific 

heat (cb) was 4000 J/kg/*C, and the tissue density (/>) was 1000 kg/m3. 

The maximum values of the time step can be calculated from equation 

(A.6) for each perfusion pattern and are tabulated 1n Table A.l. 
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Table A.l Maximum values of the time step for eight symmetric 
perfusion patterns where Ax means the distance between two nodes and 
At means the time step. 

PATTERN Ax (mm) PERFUSION (kg/m3/s) AtMax (*) 

LPLS 5.0 
0.5 33.61 

LPLS 5.0 
0.0 33.33 

LPSS 1.5 
0.5 3.0 

LPSS 1.5 
0.0 3.0 

LPRLS 5.0 
0.5 33.61 

LPRLS 5.0 
0.125 33.40 

LPUTLS 5.0 
0.5 33.61 

LPUTLS 5.0 
0.0 33.33 

HPLS 5.0 
8.0 38.46 

HPLS 5.0 
0.0 33.33 

HPSS 1.5 
8.0 3.03 

HPSS 1.5 
0.0 3.0 

HPRLS 5.0 
8.0 38.46 

HPRLS 5.0 
0.5 33.61 

HPUTLS 5.0 
8.0 38.46 

HPUTLS 5.0 
0.0 33.33 
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